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ABSTRACT-The vertical and horizontal mass and energy
transports for the layer between the sea surface and 700
mb are calculated for the first (undisturbed) period of the
Atlantic Trade-Wind Experiment 1969. The trade-wind
inversion represents a layer with a strong downward mass
flux due to the mean motion. The height of the inversion
and its thermodynamic properties seem to depend on the
balance between the mean atmospheric sinking and the
turbulent mixing.

1. INTRODUCTION

.

Studies by v. Ficker (1936) and Riehl et a]. (1951)
have shown that the low-level trade-wind regime over the
oceans plays an important role in the atmospheric energy
cycle. Further investigations, such as those by Riehl
and Malkus (1957), Malkus (1958), Aspliden (1971)
and Augstein (1972) have confirmed that there is a
net gain of energy in the atmosphere between the sea
surface and the trade-wind inversion. Malkus (1958)
emphasized that the heating mechanism of the tradewind circulation is determined by a complex interaction
between microscale processes near the sea surface, mesoscale convection, and large-scale horizontal transports.
This concept of scale interaction has drawn increasing
attention during the last decade (Garstang 1972). Progress must depend, in part, upon investigations of the
mass, heat, and water vapor fluxes in the entire planetary
boundary layer in terms of different levels of atmospheric
organization. This study concentrates on the turbulent
and mean motion transports in the lower layers of the
Atlantic trade-wind flow under relativer:~ undisturbed
conditions.

2. THE ATLANTIC TRADE-WIND
EXPERIMENT (ATEX)
ATEX was conducted during February 1969 in the
Atlantic Northeast trade-wind region. During this
experiment, an intensive aerological program, concen* Now st the Institut fiir Meteorologie, Freie UiiiversitAt Berlin, ~ e r m 8 n Y

Because of the vertical transport from the sea surface
into the atmosphere, this process assures that water vapor
is totally accumulated in the layer below the inversion and
transported downstream into the equatorial trough region.
Thus the effectiveness of the atmospheric heat absorption
in the trades as a force for driving the large-scale circulation is closely related to the vertical static structure
as well as to the kinematic field of the low-level tradewind region.

trated in the lowest 4000 m of the atmosphere, was
carried out from three ships (R.V. Meteor, R.V. Planet,
and R.V. Discoverer). In the fist period of the experiment, a fourth ship, HMS Hydra, also participated.
Meteor, Planet, and Discoverer formed the corners of
an equilateral triangle with sides of about 750 km. This
ship array drifted for nearly 3 weeks in a well-developed
trade-wind flow. The center of the triangle moved from
13.5'N, 34.7OW on February 6 to 9.5'N, 40.6OW on
February 22 (fig. 1). The objectives of the program and
details of the measurements are described by Brocks
(1972).
Radiosonde and radar wind observations were obtained
at the corners of the triangles imultaneously a t 3-hr.
intervals. Radiosonde releases without wind measurements were made from H M S Hydra. I n addition to
routine deck-level observations (temperature, humidity,
wind velocity, cloudiness, etc.), which were carried out
at least every 90 min, the turbulent surface fluxes were
measured from buoys near Meteor and Planet by the
profile method and the eddy correlation technique.
The buoy data were also used as reference values to
correct the ship's deck-level measurements for effects
caused by the ship's environment.
It is important to note that the ships assembled on
three separate occasions for the purpose of intercom parison
and calibration. Hydra and Meteor had two test series of
several hours, the first a t the beginning of the drift and
the second when Hydra left the array 14 days later.
Meteor, Planet, and Discoverer met for a 1-day intercomparison a t the end of the experiment. This comFebruary 1973
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FIGURE
1.-Successive

positions of the ATEX triangle Feb. 6-21, 1969. The thin, solid lines show the boundaries of the triangular base for
each day.
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FIGURE
2.-Surface

isobars (mb, last two digits only) for (A) Feb. 7, (B) Feb. 8, (C) Feb. 9, (D) Feb. 10, (E) Feb. 11, and (F) Feb. 12,
1969. ATEX triangle is indicated for each day. Conventional frontal symbols and dashed line for equatorial low-pressure trough have
been entered.
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FIGURE
3.-Streamlines

(solid) and isotachs (m/s, dashed) for surface, inversion base (Ib), and 700-mb level in the area of the ATEX triangle,
Feb. 7-12, 1969.

parison showed substantial differences in the deck-level
pressure and temperature readings of the three ships.
These deck-level measurements are also used as baseline values for the radiosondes. Corrections based upon
the intercalibration test were applied in the subsequent
data reduction. The details of the procedures are discussed
by Augstein et al. (1973) and Brurnmer et al. (1973).
Finally, simultaneously tracked balloon targets showed
that the stati&ical noise of the three radars was different.
Therefore, filtering methods were applied to achieve
compatibility of soundings (Brummer et al. 1973).

3. THE SYNOPTIC SITUATION

.
c

The observational period may be roughly subdivided
into two parts. The first period (February 7-12), discussed in this paper, was governed by a well-developed
northeast trade-wind flow. Convective activity was weak
or absent in the entire area and the trade inversion could
be detected in all radiosonde soundings.
The surface pressure field in figure 2, analyzed by
Soltwisch (1973), demonstrates that the triangle was
embedded in a nearly classical trade-wind situation. The
steadiness of the wind field below the inversion may be
seen from figure 3. The daily averaged streamline field
between the sea surface and the inversion base hardly
changed during this period. Air in this layer is always
accelerated due to flow toward lower pressure. Contrary
to the steady regime in the moist layer below the inversion,
strong differences exist from day to day in the wind field
above the inversion. These differences are illustrated on
the 700-mb charts. The horizontal flow below and above
the inversion appeared to be decoupled. This conclusion
can also be drawn from the mean wind profile of the
triangle in figure 4. While the lower layers were marked
by a small standard deviation, time variations increased
above the inversion. This is especially true for wind
direction. Figure 4 also shows strongest wind speeds in
the layer below cloud base. The directional shear was
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FIGURE
4.-Vertical

profiles of wind speed (m/s) and wind direction
(deg.) applicable a t the center of the ATEX triangle and averaged
over the period, Feb. 7-12, 1969. Bars indicate standard deviation
and Ib and I , denote inversion base and top, where the averaging
has been performed with respect to the variable positions of the
inversion in space and time.
Planet

DSCOVWI

FIGURE
5.-Vertical profiles of temperature, T,and specific humidity, q, averaged as indicated in figure 4. Dashed line denotes dryadiabatic lapse rate.

small below the inversion (1'/10 mb) but increased
rapidly in the upper layer (7'110 mb).
The averaged temperature and humidity profiles in
figure 5, obtained by a smoothing technique that preserves
February 1973
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the layered trade-wind structure, are in good agreement constant volume, c, is specific heat at constant pressure,
with measurements of Bunker et al. (1950) and Augstein T is temperature, div is the three-dimensional divergence,
(1972) in other regions of the Atlantic trade-wind zone. F is frictional stress, R is the heat flux due to total radiaAt all ATEX positions, the temperature gradient in the tion, C is the heat flux due to molecular heat conduction,
lowest 500 m was almost dry adiabatic and the specific c,T is enthalpy, and c,T is internal energy.
In the following, we will consider kinetic energy, $12,
humidity nearly constant with height. The transition
zone, characterized by a stable temperature distribution frictional force, F,’ and heat conduction, C to be small
and strong water vapor decrease with height, that gen- compared to the other terms, assumptions that are
erally tops the mixed layer was not always present. This supported by the observations.
Integrating eq (1) over a volume V and applying Gauss’
was especially true a t the upstream position of Planet
where it was found in only about 60 percent of the sound- theorem to the terms with geopotential energy and enthalings. The inversion was stronger a t Planet and Discoverer py, one obtains
and weaker a t Meteor, which was situated closest to the
equatorial trough region (ETR) . During the period under
p(gz+c,T)dV=pV (gz+c,T)=ndS
dicussion, no precipition was observed on Planet and
Discoverer; only a few small showers were registered in the
-s$vRdV
(2)
vicinity of Meteor. This fact justifies the assumption that
no serious error is introduced if net condensation heating
is neglected in the subsequent energy budget calculations. where S is the surface of the volume V ,n- (in,+ jn,+ kn,)
is the vector normal to the surface S and i, j , k are unit
of a Cartesian system.
vectors
4. THE ANALYSIS PROCEDURE
Separating horizontal and vertical components of the
The Vertical Scale Subdivision
first term on the right side of eq (2) and allowing the top
and Averaging Procedures
and the bottom of the volume to have a slope with respect
to
the earth’s surface, we get
Following earlier studies, we have divided the layer

sv&

between the sea surface and 700-mb level into four sublayers. The lowest one, the subcloud layer, is arbitrarily
assigned a thickness of 60 mb, which is approximately
supported by observations. Hence, the 955-mb level was
taken as its upper boundary. The next layer, extending
from 955 mb to the inversion base, is nearly identical with
the cloud layer where trade-wind cumuli are usually
found. Both the cloud layer and the overlying layer, which
was defined by the top and the bottom of the inversion,
were subject to much variation. Finally, the top layer is
taken from the inversion top to the 700-mb level. Such a
vertical subdivision (fig. 5) provides a framework within
which we might gain some insight into the interrelation
between the horizontal and vertical mass and energy
transports and the respective 1ayers of the trade-wind
atmosphere. Statistical instrumental errors and small-scale
turbulence are smoothed out by averaging each layer in
the vertical and in time over 1 day (normally eight soundings). The time scale is also compatible with the scale size
of the triangle in view of the mean wind speed.

The Budget Computations
The derivation of the energy equation based on the first
law of thermodynamics and the equation of continuity
is well known. Referring to unit mass we find

a

c2

P Z+gz+c,T)=-div

[PV G + g z + c , T )

where dlat is the local derivative, p is air density, V is
the three-dimensional wind velocitg, g is the acceleration
of gravity, z is the vertical coordinate, c, is specific heat at

where n,, is the horizontal component of the normal
vector, n, is the vertical component of the normal vector,
H is the area of the vertical surface of the volume, F , is
the surface of the top of the volume, FDis the surface of
the bottom of the volume, v is the horizontal wind component, and w is the vertical wind component.
The terms on the right side of eq (3) have the following
meaning :
(3a) Horizontal flux through H.
(3b) Horizontal flux through F,. (due to the slope of
(3c) Horizontal flux through Fb.
the boundaries)
(3d) Vertical flux through F,.
(3e) Vertical flux through Fb.
(3f) Divergence of R in the specified volume.
The terms (3b) and (3c) refer to the flux through the
top and the bottom of the volume established by the
horizontal wind component. Therefore, if F , and Fb are
parallel to the earth’e surface, terms (3b) and (3c) become
zero. The equation for the water vapor budget correspond-

I
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ing to eq (3) is expressed by

Lsv

fpp)dV= -L

S Hpvpnx&H

n

-sv

~

div R dV
where p is specific humidity, L is latent heat of vsporization of water, pE is the water vapor condensed in the and
volume V , and qE is the evaporated mater in the volume V .
The terms (4a)-(4e) represent the water vapor fluxes
in the same way as enthalpy and geopotential energy
fluxes are described in terms (3a)-(3e). Term (4f) represents the difference between water vapor loss by condensation and water vapor gain by evaporation within the
volume. As already mentioned, however, virtually no
precipitation was observed during the period, and there
was little change in low-level cloudiness a t all stations.
Therefore, the last term of eq (4) can be neglected.
(6)
To consider mean and turbulent processes separately,
we must distinguish between grid and subgrid transports.
We therefore use the following notation for a property X : hp=ptoD-pbot is the pressure at the top minus pressure at
the bottom of the volume. Finally, the left sides of oq (5)
and (6) we solved under the assumption that the top and
X = 8 + X ' and X = w + X *
bottom of the respective layer volumes may move vertically in time.
with
Thus, we obtain the relation
Xdp
(vertical average)
AP P
1
a p(c,T+gz)dV=-- 9. F a t (c,T+$)ApdF
and

x=-'S

Jvk

[

XdF. (surface average over F, which can be
the top and bottom of the volume)
Asterisked or primed quantities indicate the local deviations from the averages. Furthermore, me assume that the
divergence of horizontal subgrid fluxes is small compared
to the other terms and can be neglected. Finally, the terms
(3a) and (4a) are, in practice, computed by averaging the
vertically integrated properties along the connecting lines
I, between the ships. This average is marked by the double
bar in eq (5) and (6). This procedure also implies linear
changes of the mass flux as well as of other meteorological
values. H?jdra, lying approximately midway between the
Meteor and the Discoverer, provided a partial check on the
assumption of linearity, at least in the lower layers. No
strong departures from linearity were cbserved in the
data. obtained by Hydra. Applying the above notation and
additional assumptions to eq (3) and (4), we obtain eq

and
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FIGURE
6.-Vertical

mass transport averaged on each day for the center of the triangle. The crosses indicate the sum of vertical mass
transport due to the vertical motion and the exchange between the layers above and below the inversion (due to the inversion slope
in space). The open circles show the total mass transport through the inversion boundaries, including the effect of the vertical movement of the boundaries in time.

Combining eq (5) and (6) with (7) and (8), respectively,
we can estimate the mean transports through the surface
of the volume, and the local changes, after determining
the mean vertical motion 6.Mean vertical velocity was
computed by the kinematic method.
The mass budget was computed by integration of the
equation of continuity, assuming stationarity (i.e., aptat=
0). The turbulent, vertical, sensible, and latent heat fluxes
are estimated as residuals from the combined eq (5) and
(7) and (6) and (8), respectively. The turbulent fluxes
a t the sea surface were computed by the aerodynamic
bulk formulas at each ship and averaged for the triangle.
Simultaneous measurements of fluxes by the profile
method at Meteor have shown that the difference of the
daily averages of both values is less than 10 percent.

5. THE MASS TRANSPORT
AND MEAN VERTICAL MOTION
I n an early study, v. Ficker (1936) suggested that the
trade-wind inversion is a layer that. separates the air
masses embedded in the flow nbove and below the inversion.
Riehl et a]. (1951) have clearly shown from measurements
over the Pacific Ocean that, dynamically, this assumption
cannot be accepted. On the contrary, these authors found
that there is a net mass transport do\\-nward through the
inversion. These results, however, were based on one -

FIGURE
7.-Vertical

mass transport, vertical motion, and horizontal
divergence for the center of the triangle averaged over the period,
Feb. 7-12, 1969.

dimensional divergence computations. The triangular
ship arrangement during ATEX offered an opportunity to
determine the vertical mass transport in the low-level
trade-mind layer without serious restrictions. The result9
of the daily averaged mean downward mass transports
are shown in figure 6. In this graph, the vertical subsidence and the mass flux through the boundary due to the
slope effect and the height changes of the inversion are
separated. On all days, the curves demonstrate that there
is a downward mass transport through the whole regime
with a maximum value at the inversion base, decreasing
upward and downward. This result implies that the trade
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inversion is not a solid layer but marks a region of an
extremely strong, mean downward mass transport.
The general characteristics of vertical mass flux, vertical motion, and horizontal divergence are clearly re flected in the 6-day average profiles shown in figure 7.
Obviously, the layer between the sea surface and the
inversion base is governed by a remarkable horizontal
divergence nhile the upper zone, between the inversion
base and 700 mb, shows a slight convergence. The strongest horizontal divergence appears to be at approximatelg
985 mb, where the wind speed also has its maximum.
The coincidence between the inversion base and nondivergence seems to be systematic. Thus, air particles are
vertically accelerated downward above and decelerated
below the inversion base due to the mean vertical motion
field. This is approximately true for every day as may be
seen from figure 6.
The inversion height is variable in time, but this layer
does not migrate progressively downward with the mean
motion. It must, therefore, be balanced by an upwarddirected process. As demonstrated by Ball (1960) using
meteorological measurements and by Rouse and Dodu
(1955) based on laboratory experiments, the most plausible process seems to be upward turbulent mixing leading
to the establishment ol' the inversion base. Since this
height generally coincides with the top of trade-wind
cumuli, it is suggestive that mainly cumulus convection
will achieve the required mixing (Riehl et al. 1951). This
argument is reinforced by the water vapor and heat budget
calculations presented in the following section. The total
mass transport through the inversion boundaries is
achieved not only by the large-scale vertical sinking but
additionally by the vertical motion of the inversion itself
and by its horizontal slope. As indicated in figure 7, these
494-891 0

-

73

-3

effects increase the downward mass transport through this
layer. During the analyzed period, about one-half of the
mass within a column between sea surface and inversion
base moving downstream was replaced daily by dry air
masses from above. This fact is. highly important for
water vapor accumulation and cloud develpment in the
lower layers.

6. THE HEAT BUDGET
The Total Budget
The heat budget estimates of the low-level ATEX
column are based on the mass transport discussed in
section 5 and on the temperature and humidity profiles
measured at the corners of the triangle. The transports
through the horizontal and vertical surfaces of the
different layers averaged over the 6-day period are
presented in figure 8. The subgrid-scale fluxes (dashed
arrows) are determined as a residual in the budget equations for each horizontal surface of the four layers from
the surface to the 700-mb level upward. The radiative
cooling was estimated from computations using formulas
of Rodgers and Walshaw (1966) for the long-wave
component and those from Roach (1961) for the shortwave part. Although a rough correction for cloudiness is
made, these values should be considered tentative.
However, more precise calculations should not significantly
change our results. The numbers, given in 10l6 cal/day,
refer to the surface of the triangular column with a mean
base area of 2.2X105km2. The calculated inflow and
outflow values show that there is a horizontal divergence
of energy below and a convergence above the inversion
layer.
February 1973
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of enthalpy plus potential energy (ly/day),
and of latent heat (ly/day), averaged for the period, Feb. 7-12,
1969. Notation as in figures 9 and 10.

FIGURE
11.-Transports

FIGURE
9.-Daily

values of the vertical flux of enthalpy plus potential energy (ly/day), notation as in figure 8. The abscissa denoted
by asterisks refers t o subgrid-scale sensible heat fluxes.
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troposphere does not receive the major portion of this
energy component from the sea surface in any direct
sense. Instead, there is an interplay of energy transformation and transport that finally results in the dry
downward sinking of air mass in this part of the trades.
Although this fact is of great importance to the physical
processes in the lower atmosphere, it cannot be interpreted
as a net input of energy into the atmosphere at all. Instead,
we are observing only one scale of an interacting system.
The primary energy source must be attributed to the
large convective systems with strong cumulonimbi development, especially in the equatorial trough region.
Gray (1971), among many others, recently stated the
importance of the heating mechanism due to moist upflow
and dry downflow of air.
The residual subgrid flux of sensible heat is a result of
a small difference between large quantities. It, therefore,
includes a degree of uncertainty. However, we believe
that this result supports the conclusion that a balance
of our computed (c,T+gz) budget can be achieved,
resulting in reasonable subgrid-scale fluxes.

Werticai Fluxes of Latent Heat
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FIGURE
10.-Daily

values of the vertical flux of latent heat (ly/
day). The dash-dotted line represents the actual transport required for moisture balance.

Vertical Fluxes of Enthaipy
and Geopotential Energy

The daily averaged mean downward fluxes of latent
heat in figure 10 display similar characteristics to those
of (c,T+gz); but, here, the subgrid-scale values are of
the same order of magnitude as the mean transports.
The evaporation rate at the sea surface nearly equals
the downward water vapor transport due to mean motion
at the inversion base. The graphs for the individual
days are obviously in gbod agreement. Therefore, the
dominant features will become particularly clear in the
profiles averaged over the whole period (fig. 11).
With respect to the vertical latent heat transport,
we find an interesting relation between the large-scale
and the subgrid-scale fluxes. About 55 percent of the
evaporated water at the sea surface is transported upward
into the inversion layer by subgrid-scale processes.
The rate of upward transport depends on an equilibrium between mean downward sinking and upward
v

The vertical transports of enthalpy and geopotential
energy are portrayed in more detail in figure 9. The shape
of the mean downward transport curve is generally
governed by a maximum at the inversion. Thus, the low
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turbulent mixing, which constantly reestablishes and
determines the inversion base. Convergence of water
vapor in the inversion layer is counteracted by the
downward transport accomplished by mean subsiding
air in opposition to the upward convective transport
of the cloud elements. I n fact, there is an additional
net moisture input from above the inversion into the
cloud layer. Thus, the total input of latent heat from the
sea surface is accumulated in the cloud and subcloud
layer and transported horizontally into the equatorial
trough region.
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The work by v. Ficker (1936), which is based on the

Meteor observations obtained in 1925'27 and many
other studies, indicates clearly that there is a substantial
meridional transport of sensible heat, geopotential energy,
and water vapor in the direction of the equatorial trough
region in the whole trade-wind area. Those findings
are supported by our measurements.
Figure 12A shows the downstream transports at the
center of the ATEX triangle. The length of the thick
horizontal lines indicates the flux magnitude per day
across a vertical surface with a base line of 1 cm and the
height of the layer. The strongest transports occur
in the layer below the inversion. The percentage numbers indicatp, that portion of latent heat or enthalpy and
geopotential energy which contributes to the total transport by horizontal divergence within a column with a
length of 500 km. This distance is traversed by an air
parcel in about one day. The minus sign means horizontal convergence ; that is, the horizontally transported
air loses en'ergy. Evidently, the largest gain of energy
in the trades is found in the subcloud layer. The layers
above the inversion base lose energy downstream.
The zonal and meridional components of the transports,
as seen in figure 12B, suggest a strong meridional flow
toward the Equator in the lower layers where energy
is accumulated, a small equatorward flow in the inversion
layer, and a poleward flow above the inversion where
energy is extracted. Under these conditions, therefore,
a portion of the northwestward transported energy
above the inversion moves downward and contributes
again to the low-level flow. The region between the
sea surface and the trade inversion under undisturbed
conditions acts like a channel with a semipermeable
top and bottom (with respect to energy) where large
amounts of energy are accumulated and transported
into the equatorial trough region.

Some Aspecls of the TnnrbnnlenU
FOux Mechamisms
While the fluxes at the sea surface were measured or
computed by the bulk aerodynamic formulas, the vertical
distribution of subgrid-scale fluxes beyond that point
could be determined only as a residual of the budget cal-
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FIGURE12.-Horiaontal,
layer-integrated energy transport (1010
cal. day-1.cm-1) : (A) total downstream transports across a surface
with a basc line of 1 cni and the hcight of thc layer [percentages
indicate tho effects of horizontal divergencc (+) or convergence
(-) relative to the total transport when intcgrated over a steadystate trajectory of 500-km length] and (B) nicridional and zonal
transports (positivc toward north and east).

culations. Information concerning the mechanisms achieving these transports was not obtained in ATEX, but some
qualitative arguments can be offered from the temperature
and specific humidity profiles.
I n agreement with earlier studies, we find nearly constant potential temperature and small gradients of specific
humidity in the layer between 100 and about 500 m.
Therefore, microscale processes, as described by the
austausch concept, can hardly be responsible for the vertical turbulent fluxes in this layer. This argument is furthermore supported by the fact that 35 percent of all
soundings during ATEX have a constant or even an
increasing specific humidity with height in that layer.
Hence, organized processes such as dry convection must
achieve the subgrid-scale upward transports in the subcloud layer as suggested by Qarstang et al. (1970).
As far as the cloud layer is concerned, there is little
doubt that cumulus convection is the governing mechaFebruary 1993
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nism in the vertical transport of latent and sensible heat.
The upward turbulent water vapor flux breaks down in
the inversion, where cumulus convection terminates. This
fact explains the considerable upward subgrid-scale transports of water vapor into the inversion as well as the
strong decrease within the inversion layer. Cumulus convection penetrating the inversion base also permits the
calculated downward transport of sensible heat to exist at
the inversion base. Such downward transport may be
accomplished by at least two processes. On the one hand,
cloud air in the inversion is potentially colder than the
sinking environmental air; on the other hand, liquid water
evaporating in the inversion layer effectively represents
downward transport of sensible heat.
A test should be conducted to determine whether or not
the large upward turbulent transport of 6 8 X 10"j callday
can be accomplished by the cumulus clouds in the convective layer just above cloud base.
The whole area A=A,+A,+Ad, where A, is the area
of actively ascending towers, A , is stationary decaying
cloud matter, and A, is the clear area of compensator!descent. From climatic charts and shil' observations
during ATEX, we find that

We now wish t o compute A,, given a reaFonablc estimate of w,, to see if only a small fraction of thc whole
area is covered by actively rising towers as oberved.
Using time-lapse photographs, we estimated w, t o be 1
m/s for trade-wind cumuli. With this value,

a very small fraction indeed. We see, therefore, that the
normal trade-wind atmosphere can indeed easily produce
the transport of water vapor required by our budget
calculation. These findings support those of Riehl et al.
(1951).
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7. CONCLUSIONS

The measurements during ATEX have shown that,
under well-developed trade-wind conditions with little
convective activity, the trade-wind inversion separates a
low-level horizontal divergent layer from a convergent
regime above. The maximum divergence tends to coincide
with the maximum wind speed near the 400-m height.
Using an average of 6 days, we found downward motion
over the height range between the sea surface and the
Ad=A,+A,.
(7) 700-mb level over the whole region. Maximum downward
The upward ilux of 11-ater vapor by turbulent motions, motion of about 600 m/day is found at the inversion base.
Thus, the inversion is not a solid barrier to the vertical
Fq, is given by
mass and energy transports; it is instead a region of maxiFq=(PwawaAa+ PtrdWdAd)L
(8) mum downward fluxes due to mean motion. On the other
hand, there is a remarkable vertical subgrid-scale flux of
if w=O in the area A,, L is the latent heat of vaporization, moisture in the layer between the sea surface and the
w, is the rate of ascent in the towers, pwa and Pwd are the inversion. The turbulent water vapor fluxes into the
water vapor densities of the upward- and downward- inversion from below are relatively strong, but they are
moving air masses, respectively, and wd is the rate of suppressed in the inversion layer and become nearly zero
descent in the clear area. Since q = p z p / p , eq (8) becomes at its top. This flux convergence counteracts the drying
effect of the mean downward motion and preserves the
F ~ = P (qawa&+ qdwd&) L.
(9) strong humidity gradient in the inversion layer. FurtherHere, it is assumed with little error that p n = p d = p , which more, the combination of mean downward and turbulent
follows from T,= Td as demonstrated by many aircraft upward water vapor flux in the lower layers ensures that
traverses through small cumuli. The equation of mass the total latent heat input from the sea surface is, in fact,
accumulated and transported downstream in the tradecontinuity is given by
wind flow below the inversion. The warm dry air from
WaAa+WdAd=O
(10) above, with its capability to absorb large quantities of
water vapor, prevents condensation in the low-level tradewhere wd is additional to the downward mean mass flow wind air and, therefore, guarantees that a large amount of
discussed earlier. Combining eq (10) and (9), we- get latent heat is transported from the trade-wind areas into
the equatorial trough region.
Fq= -pwdAd(qa--qd)L
The upward latent heat flux and the downward sensible
or
heat flux at the inversion base support the contention that
cumulus convection is the predominant means of turbulent
transfer at this level. Under these undisturbed conditions,
the kinematic field and the static structure of %helayer
By inserting the numbers F,=68X 10" cal/s, p = 1.1X
below the inversion are marked by only small time and
ga~rn-~,
Ad=1015cm2, L=600 callg and qa-qd=2.5 g/kg, space variations, in contrast to the layer above the inwhere q d is the mean specific humidity of the sounding? version.
and q, is the saturation specific humidity at the average
temperature, we find that wd=-4 cm/s. This is larger ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
than that cbtained by Riehl et al. (1951) because in our
We wish to thank our colleagues in,each of the participating
case qa-qd is much smaller. Nevertheless, the value falls institutions who carried out much of the work during the field experientirely within the reasonable range.
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